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Abstract 
 

Information about target-implosion dynamics is essential for understanding how 
assembly occurs. Without carefully tailored assembly of the fuel, hot-spot ignition on 
National Ignition Facility (NIF) will fail. Hot spot ignition relies on shock convergence to 
“ignite” the hot spot (shock burn), followed by propagation of the burn into the compressed 
shell material (compressive burn). The relationship between these events must be understood 
to ensure the success of Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) ignition. To further improve our 
knowledge about the timing of these events, temporal evolution of areal density (density times 
radius, normally referred to as ρR) and burn of direct-drive, D3He gas-filled plastic target 
implosions have been studied using dd neutrons and d3He protons. The proton temporal 
diagnostic (PTD) code was developed for this purpose. ρR asymmetries were observed at 
shock-bang time (time of peak burn during shock phase) and grew approximately twice as fast 
as the average ρR, without any phase changes. Furthermore, it was observed that the shock-
bang and compression-bang time occur earlier, and that the time difference between these 
events decreases for higher laser energy on target, which indicates that the compression-bang 
time is more sensitive to the variation of laser energy on target. It was also observed that the 
duration of shock and compression phase might decrease for higher laser energy on target. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The process of thermonuclear fusion, which powers the sun and other stars, 

releases enormous amounts of energy. It occurs when light nuclei fuse at extremely high 

temperatures and pressures to form heavier elements. The main reaction in the sun, the 

proton-proton chain, results in fusion of hydrogen into helium. Since the 1950’s, with 

intensive work begun in the 1970’s, scientists have been working to develop practical 

methods for harnessing fusion energy on earth with the goal of realizing the huge 

potential of this energy source. Achieving sustainable fusion power has proven to be a 

difficult and long-term task. It poses a great challenge, but the rewards will be equally as 

great. Successful implementation of fusion energy in the 21st century would help to 

enhance the world's energy security, while providing an environmentally acceptable 

alternative to fossil-fuel combustion. 

The commercialization of fusion energy would ultimately change the overall 

pattern of electricity generation, as fusion power plants would replace those now fueled 

by nuclear fission and fossil fuels. It would also minimize the environmental risks 

associated with the burning of fossil fuels and would substantially decrease demand for 

premium hydrocarbon fuels. Furthermore, since fusion power plants would contain only 

small quantities of fuel at any time, the potential risk for runaway reactions that could 

lead to accidents would be eliminated. The development of low-activation materials 

and/or advanced fuel cycles for fusion reactors could make the amounts of high-level 

radioactive waste that result from fusion-produced energy far smaller than those produced 

by fission reactors, thus simplifying waste disposal problems.  

The fuel for a fusion reactor will most likely be deuterium and tritium, both heavy 

isotopes of hydrogen. Deuterium occurs naturally, accounting for 0.015% of the 

hydrogen in seawater. Tritium does not occur naturally, due to a short half-life of 12.3 

years, but can be bred from lithium found in the earth’s crust. Since deuterium and 

lithium are both abundant natural resources, they could provide fuel for fusion reactors 

for thousands of years at current levels of world power demand. 
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This thesis begins with a discussion of the basics of thermonuclear fusion in 

Section 2, and a brief overview of the underlying theory behind inertial-confinement-

fusion (ICF), one of the main approaches towards realizing fusion energy on earth. 

Section 3 discusses the OMEGA laser facility, the current flagship in the ICF program. 

The next two chapters discuss particle emission from ICF plasmas, and the suite of 

nuclear diagnostics currently used in the ICF program. These first five chapters are 

intended to introduce the reader to the topic of this thesis, namely target-implosion 

dynamics, which is discussed in detail in Section 6. The PTD code, which was developed 

for studying target-implosion dynamics, is also described in this section. Section 6 ends 

with a discussion about data analysis and results concerning burn and evolution of ρR 

(areal density, density times radius) and ρR asymmetries of direct-drive d3He-implosions. 

Conclusions are drawn in Section 7. The thesis ends with the Sections: 

Acknowledgements, References and an Appendix, which describes the details of the PTD 

code. 
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2 BASICS OF THERMONUCLEAR FUSION 
Energy is released from nuclear fission (break-up of a heavy nucleus into lighter 

nuclei) and nuclear fusion (lighter nuclei fuse together to form a heavier nucleus). The 

energy release is based on the different masses (or binding energies) of the initial and 

final nuclei. According to Albert Einstein, the released energy comes from the conversion 

of the mass difference into energy. The famous formula, E=mc2, describes this 

relationship1. As shown in Figure 1, the maximum released energy is produced when 

hydrogen nuclei (such as deuterium and tritium nuclei) fuse together, since the difference 

in binding energy per nucleon between these reactants and the reaction product is the 

largest. Although the difference in mass (or binding energy) of the reactants and the 

reaction products decreases as a function of nucleus-mass number, fusion energy can still 

be generated until iron-56 has been produced.  
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Figure 1: Binding energy per nucleon as a function of mass 
number [2]. Maximum energy is gained by fusion of hydrogen 
nuclei (or its isotopes, deuterium and tritium), since the difference 
in binding energy between the reactants and the reaction products 
is greatest for light elements. Although the difference in mass (or 
binding energy) of the reactants and the reaction products 
decreases as the mass number increase, fusion energy can be 
generated until the curve peak, around iron-56. For many elements 
with mass number higher than iron-56, energy can be gained by 
fission, i.e. break up a heavy nucleus into lighter nuclei. 

                                                 
1 In the sun, about 600 million tons of mass per second is currently converted into energy [ ]. 1
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The reaction with the highest reactivity (see Figure 2), and the one that most likely will 

be used in the first generation fusion reactors, is the one between deuterium (d) and 

tritium (t), 

).03.14()56.3(4 MeVnMeVHetd +→+  (1)

Other possible reactions are: 

)45.2()82.0(3 MeVnMeVHedd +→+  (2)

)02.3()01.1( MeVpMeVtdd +→+  (3)

)7.14()6.3(43 MeVpMeVHeHed +→+  (4)

As illustrated in reaction (1), the majority of the kinetic energy released (~80%) is 

carried by the neutron. The remaining kinetic energy is carried by the alpha particle. In a 

fusion reactor, the plan is to use a blanket that surrounds the reactor region, slowing down 

the energetic neutrons and converting their energy into heat. This heat would then be 

extracted to produce high temperature steam for conventional electricity generation. 
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Figure 2: Reactivity, <συ>, (number of reactions in a cm3 per 
second averaged over a Maxwellian distribution) for various fusion 
reactions (dt, dd, and d3He) as a function of plasma temperature. 
The reaction with the highest reactivity, over all temperatures of 
interest, is the one involving deuterium (d) and tritium (t), the one 
that most likely will be used in the first generation fusion reactors. 
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Fusion reactions can only take place if the nuclei are brought sufficiently close to 

one another. However, all nuclei carry a positive charge and therefore repel one another. 

By heating the gaseous fuel to very high temperatures, sufficient energy can be given to 

the nuclei to overcome the repulsive Coulomb force and fusion can occur. As the 

temperature in a gas increases, the atoms will become ionized, which means that 

electrons are stripped from their orbits around the nuclei. This mixture of positively 

charged ions and negatively charged electrons, which is defined as plasma, behaves very 

differently from a normal gas. 

The obstacle to achieve controlled thermonuclear fusion is to generate a plasma at 

very high temperatures and densities, and to hold its particles together long enough for a 

substantial number of fusion reactions to take place. As of today, there are two main 

approaches to controlling the plasma. One method is magnetic confinement fusion 

(MCF), which uses strong magnetic fields to confine the plasma that is normally heated 

by neutral ion beams, microwaves, or by other means. The second method is inertial 

confinement fusion (ICF), which currently uses powerful lasers to compress and heat the 

fuel, [3] making use of the imploding fuel’s own inertia to confine it long enough for 

significant thermonuclear-fusion reactions to occur. [3] The next section briefly describes 

the concept of ICF and some of the underlying physics.  

2.1 Inertial Confinement Fusion 

In ICF, the thermonuclear fuel is compressed to a density many times that of lead, 

and approximately hundred billion times the density of an MCF plasma. In both ICF and 

MCF, the plasma temperature is roughly the same, a few tens of million degrees Kelvin. 

At this temperature and with the densities achieved in ICF, the confinement time required 

for thermonuclear-fusion to occur is less than a nanosecond. The principle of ICF has 

been demonstrated on a very large scale in the hydrogen bomb, where fusion material is 

compressed and ignited by a fission bomb [4]. The challenge of laboratory-scale ICF 

research is to reproduce this process on a much smaller scale, with a source of input 

energy other than a fission bomb. In a hypothetical ICF reactor, micro-explosions with 

yields equivalent to about one-tenth of a ton of TNT would be generated by irradiating 

fusion pellets with laser (or particle) beams; these explosions would be repeated several 
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times per second. The main issues addressed by ICF research concern the individual 

targets containing the fusion fuel, the input energy sources (called drivers) that compress 

and heat these targets, and the mechanism by which energy from the driver is coupled to 

the target. [3]  

There are two main approaches to compress and heat the target in ICF [5]. In the 

first approach, a spherical target containing fuel is imploded by direct illumination of 

laser beams focused on the surface of the target [3] in a nominally uniform pattern. The 

outer shell of the target ablates, driving the inner part of the shell inwards like a rocket, 

due to conservation of momentum. The shell accelerates, and then, shortly after the laser 

drive is turned off, coasts before deceleration towards peak compression. Disassembly 

then follows. The goal is to implode the target resulting in sufficiently high temperatures 

and densities so that a self sustaining thermonuclear burn wave propagates through the 

fuel, giving rise to neutrons with a total energy greater than the laser drive energy. A 

schematic drawing illustrating the dynamics of a direct-drive ICF implosion is shown in 

Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Schematic drawing illustrating the dynamics of a direct-
drive ICF implosion. (a) A spherical target is imploded by 
illumination of laser beams focused on the surface of the target in a 
nominally uniform pattern. The laser energy is mainly absorbed by 
the target via inverse bremsstrahlung at a particle density equal to 
or less than the plasma critical density, nc(cm-3)=1021/λ2, where λ is 
the laser wavelength in µm. Most of the absorbed laser energy is 
therefore transferred to the electrons, and electron conduction 
transports the energy to the ablation front, which typically has an 
electron density of about 1024cm-3. (b) Ablation of the outer part of 
the shell material accelerates inwards the remaining material of the 
target that has not been ablated away. (c) Temperature and density 
increase as the target compresses. (d) The central region of the fuel 
is “ignited”, and a thermonuclear burn wave propagates through 
the high-density fuel, giving rise to neutrons and other fusion 
products. In the case of carefully tailored assembly, high-energy 
gain and thus ignition is achieved [3]. 

In the second approach, indirect drive, which will only briefly be discussed in this 

thesis, the target is mounted in a cylindrical high-Z cavity, generally referred to as a 

hohlraum, which is then heated by laser beams, producing a uniform radiation field of x 

rays [3]. In the indirect-drive ICF concept [3], the x rays, rather than the laser beams, heat 

and ablate the outside of the target and drive the implosion. While the uniformity of 

indirect drive is currently superior to that of direct drive, it is possible to couple 

significantly more laser energy into the hydrodynamic motion of the imploding target 

with direct drive. It may be possible, therefore, with direct drive, to achieve temperatures 

and densities that are comparable to indirect drive with considerably less laser energy. 

In both direct and indirect drive approach it is important to gradually ramp up the 

intensity of the laser pulse to avoid propagation of strong shock waves through the target, 

which would preheat the fuel. The fuel needs to be almost isentropically compressed to 

(a) (b) (c)

nγ 

p

(d) 

n 
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achieve the densities required for ignition. At the point of maximum compression, a 

central region of the fuel must be ignited (hot-spot ignition) by several correctly timed 

converging shock waves. For successful formation of the hot spot, it is also essential to 

control the Rayleigh-Taylor-induced mix of hot and cold fuel [3]. The mix of hot and 

cold material is one of the main obstacles to realize ignition. This mix can quench 

ignition because of increased radiative and conductive losses. Because of this issue, one 

hopes to realize ignition by using a pure DT cryogenic fuel pusher, as described in the 

next section, since DT has a relatively low susceptibility to the effects of mix. [3] 

Within a decade or so, implosions of targets containing cryogenic deuterium-

tritium fuel layers are expected to ignite and burn at the National Ignition Facility (NIF) 

[5]. Independent of the drive scheme, the basic target concept for ignition at the NIF is a 

relatively thick, cryogenic DT fuel layer inside a thin, spherical plastic ablator (see Figure 

4) [3]. At peak compression, the high areal densities (density times radius) of the 

compressed cryogenic DT fuel can support a propagating thermonuclear burn wave due 

to the local bootstrap heating of the dt alpha-particle energy deposited in the fuel. 

Although this target concept has been under development for many years, only recently 

(last decade) have implosions of appropriately scaled surrogate cryogenic targets (targets 

with CH shells filled with DT, D2, or D3He gas) taken place. In addition to the CH target, 

and more importantly layered, cryogenic D2 targets on the OMEGA laser system [7] have 

begun to provide important data for the validation of both direct- and indirect-drive 

ignition target designs for the NIF [8]. 
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Figure 4: Schematic drawing of a cryogenic DT target (outer 
radius ~1700 µm), which is proposed for high-energy gain and thus 
ignition at NIF. These targets consist of DT gas in the center, and a 
relatively thick shell. The shell consists of a 340 µm thick layer of 
solid DT fuel on the inside of a 3 µm plastic shell. 

2.1.1 Some underlying physics 
To produce a thermonuclear burn of ~5 mg of DT (initial fuel mass), the targets 

must be imploded to a density of ~400 g/cm3 (~35 times the density of lead) and a 

temperature near 20 keV (~230 million degrees Kelvin), resulting in a high rate of fusion 

reactions. As already mentioned, these conditions sustain for a very short time (hundreds 

of picoseconds) before the target disassembles. Energy gain is accomplished if enough 

fusion energy is generated during this short period of time to compensate for the energy 

used to drive the implosion. High-energy gain, and thus ignition, is achieved if generated 

fusion energy heats the surrounding fuel to initiate further fusion reactions, thereby 

generating a self-propagating thermonuclear burn wave. This reduces the amount of input 

energy required, since now only a small part (the central region) of the fuel needs to be 

heated from the outset. 

The fuel condition required for hot-spot ignition can be obtained readily from the 

analysis of the energy balance of an ignited ICF mass [9]. Since only the 3.5-MeV alphas 

directly heat the fuel, it is imperative to start this discussion by expressing the alpha-

energy deposition per unit mass of fuel (Eα),  

.b
td

f
mm

Q
E

+
= α

α  (5)
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Here, Qa is the initial energy of the alpha particle (3.56 MeV, see reaction (1)), md and mt 

is the mass of deuterium and tritium, respectively, and fB is the burn-up fraction, i.e., the 

fraction of fuel consumed by fusion reactions. A useful expression for fB can be derived 

from the reaction-rate equation, which is given by 

,
2

2

><−= συn
dt
dn  (6)

where n is the total fuel number density (n/2=nd=nt) at any time, and <συ> is the dt 

reactivity (reactions per cm3 per second average over a Maxwellian distribution). 

Assuming constant reactivity during burn, and utilizing the definition of burn-up fraction, 

fB=1-n/n0 where n0 is the initial number density of the assembled fuel, integrating 

Equation (6) during burn gives 

.
)/(20

0

τσυ ><+
=

n
n

f B  (7)

Here, τ is the energy-confinement time2 normally expressed as τ=R/(4cs), where R is the 

fuel radius and cs is the speed of sound in a hot plasma. Together with the expression for 

the initial mass density, ρ=<mi>n0, where <mi> is the average ion mass, Equation (7) can 

be rewritten as 

.
/8 ><><+

=
συρ

ρ

is
B mcR

Rf  (8)

The second term in the denominator has a minimum value of ~6 g/cm2 for optimal burn 

conditions of ~20 keV ion temperature. Applying this result to Equation (8) gives 

.
)/(6 2cmgR

Rf B +
=

ρ
ρ  (9)

At ignition, the fusion energy deposited by the alphas during the burn time, the 

energy confinement time, must be equal to the thermal energy of the plasma, where the 

plasma thermal energy per unit mass is 3T/<mi>. This assumes that other energy losses, 

                                                 
2 The energy-confinement time, τ, involves the hydrodynamic concept that in an assembled high-pressure 
fuel surrounded by vacuum, a rarefaction wave propagates at the speed of sound (cs) into the fuel from the 
vacuum boundary communicating to the interior the fact that there is vacuum out there to which fuel is free 
to expand. 
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in particular through bremstrahlung and electron conduction, are small, which in fact has 

been confirmed by more detailed calculations of ignition conditions [10]. By combining 

Equations (5) and (9), the following expression describing ignition conditions can de 

derived 

.3
62 ><

=
+>< ii m

T
R

R
m

Q
ρ

ρα  (10)

It should be noted that Equation (10) was derived under the assumption that the entire 

alpha energy is deposited in the fuel. In addition, the solution to Equation (10) for ρR at a 

temperature of ~20 keV states that ignition is achieved at a ρR~0.2 g/cm2. Interestingly 

enough, this number is similar to the range of an alpha particle, in plasmas with a 

temperature of 10 keV and a density of ~100 g/cm3, which is ~0.3 g/cm2 [11]; therefore, 

ignition occurs when the alpha particles are being completely ranged out in the fuel. On 

the other hand, it is no coincidence that a ρR of 0.2 g/cm2 corresponds to an nτ of 

1.7×1014 s/cm3, similar to the Lawson criterion [12]. 

A ρR of 0.3 g/cm2 is enough for ignition, and at this areal density the burn fraction 

is 5%. To compensate for inefficiencies in the imploding process of the target, a much 

higher burn fraction than 5% is required to attain the necessary gain. A ρR of 3 g/cm2, 

which is considered attainable, would give a burn fraction of 33% and hopefully generate 

high-energy gain. Unfortunately, in ICF (unlike MCF), reaching the ignition condition is 

not enough for generating high-energy gain; therefore, the section above concerning 

ignition gives the lower limit on the ρR. Other important parameters are: absolute density, 

mass of the target, and the attainable fusion output energy and required input energy. 

Using the ρR limit, these parameters can be estimated. To begin, consider the mass of a 

spherical target, which, for a fixed ρR is proportional to 1/ρ2

.)(
3

4
2

3

ρ
ρπ RM =  (11)

If the target is kept at a normal liquid density of 0.21 g/cm3, then 2.6 kg of DT is 

required to achieve a ρR of 3 g/cm2 and high-energy gain. Using a burn fraction of 33%, 

and the fact that every dt reaction releases 17.6 MeV (see reaction (1)), the fuel would 

release 3×1014 J or 72 kt of TNT equivalent – a catastrophic amount of output! [13] 
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Consequently, smaller targets must be compressed to higher densities. In a reasonable 

ICF implosion, the fuel region does not form a uniform sphere, but rather a spherical shell 

around the high temperature, and lower density, hot spot that initiates the burn (see also 

Figure 3). If the inner and outer surfaces of the high-density shell thickness are R and 2R, 

respectively, then at densities of 400 g/cm3, the required fuel mass is 5 mg. The fuel mass 

would produce 600 MJ during a burn time of ~20 ps, given by R/(4cs). 

The amount of energy it takes to compress a target to the specified conditions 

above, 400 g/cm3 and a temperature of ~20 keV, depends heavily on whether the target is 

first heated or compressed. It is easier to compress matter of low temperature than matter 

of high temperature, since high temperatures result in internal pressure. Therefore, it is 

preferable to compress the target before heating it, since the PdV work is smaller. Any 

preheating of the fuel would result in lower achieved densities. Ideally, a target would be 

compressed at the lowest possible temperature, and then a central hot spot would be 

heated to several keV for ignition of the fusion burn. For a cryogenic DT target the 

relevant equation-of-state for the degree of compression is that of a partially degenerate 

gas. For simplicity, the fully degenerate (non-relativistic) Fermi gas equation-of-state is 

used, 

,3
205

2
3
53

2
2

e
e

Fe n
m

hnP ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛==

π
ε  (12)

[14], where P is the pressure, ne is the electron number density (equal to the ion density in 

the dt case), εF is the Fermi energy, h is Planck’s constant, and me the electron mass. In an 

ideal Fermi gas, the pressure is temperature independent. At a given density, a finite 

temperature correction can be made, leading to higher pressure. For any typical gas, the 

pressure can be expressed as 

,
3

2ρε
=P  (13)

where ε is the energy per unit mass. Equation (12) shows that 90 kJ is required to 

compress 5 mg DT fuel to 400 g/cm3. Assuming that the central hot spot is 2% of the 

total mass, 60 keV is required to heat it to 10 keV. By heating only a small part of the 

fuel, the compressive work and heating energy are comparable, and the total required 
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energy becomes 150 kJ. If the efficiency of delivering this energy to the target is 5%, 

then the energy required of any target driver is 3 MJ and the total gain achieved is 200. 

To determine suitable drivers for imploding a DT target to these conditions, it is 

helpful to determine the pressure inside the target at peak compression. At a density of 

400 g/cm2 (n=5×1026 cm-3), Equation (12) gives P=7×1011 atm (typical values inside the 

cores of hydrogen burning stars such as the sun). Any type of driver has to be able to 

generate these pressures. Chemical explosives are limited to 106 atm, and only fission 

bombs could generate these pressures before the advent of the laser. Laser-driven ablation 

of matter, however, can produce ~108 atm on the surface of a solid [15], and using a 

spherical implosion with carefully tailored convergence, the required pressures above 

1011 atm can be achieved. It is hoped in the future that spherical implosions can be driven 

by heavy-ion drivers, which have the potential to be much more efficient than lasers. 
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3 THE OMEGA LASER FACILITY 

The experiments discussed in this thesis have been carried out at the OMEGA 

laser facility [7, 16] at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics, University of Rochester, 

which is the current flagship in the ICF program. OMEGA is a Neodymium-doped 

phosphate glass laser capable of delivering up to 30 kJ of frequency-tripled, 0.35 µm 

light. The energy can be distributed into 60 beams to irradiate a spherical target with a 

root-mean-square uniformity of ~3%. The uniformity of individual beams is enhanced 

through the implementation of two-dimensional smoothing by spectral dispersion [17, 

18], and polarization smoothing using birefringement wedges [18]. Each beam can be 

individually focused with a pointing accuracy of ~10 µm and a timing resolution of ~10 

ps, and a variety of pulse shapes are possible with widths ranging from ~100 ps to a few 

nanoseconds. The laser is typically operated at a repetition rate of about one shot per 

hour. During the experiments, a vacuum of about 10-5 Torr is maintained in the OMEGA 

target chamber, which is a 3.3 m diameter aluminum spherical shell with 60 beam ports 

and 32 diagnostic ports. 

The next generation laser-driven ICF experiment is the NIF facility, currently 

under construction at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. The first light at the NIF 

was produced in the year 2003, and the first ignition experiments are planned in the year 

2010 [19]. This facility will comprise a 1.8 MJ [3], 192-beam laser. The NIF design aims 

to achieve a target gain of 10-20, producing approximately 1019 dt neutrons. In 

comparison, the maximum dt yield achieved on OMEGA so far has been 1014 [12]. To 

give the reader a better feeling of the construction of the OMEGA facility, a few pictures 

are presented in Figure 5. The OMEGA laser system stands 10 meters tall and is 

approximately 100 meters in length. In comparison, the NIF’s dimensions are 26 meters 

by 215 meters. 
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Figure 5: (a) A schematic drawing of the OMEGA laser facility, 
showing the target chamber, master oscillator, amplifiers, and the 
60 laser beams. (b) View from above of the OMEGA target 
chamber, where the experiments take place. This photograph was 
taken when OMEGA was still under construction when laser beam 
lines and diagnostic instruments where not installed. (c) 
Photograph from the inside of the target chamber taken during a 
direct-drive implosion. An array of diagnostics, laser-beam lines, 
and the target holder at 12 o’clock can be seen in the photograph. 
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4 PARTICLE EMISSION FROM ICF PLASMAS 
Targets filled with DT, D2, or D3He gas at pressures up to ~20 atm are routinely 

imploded at OMEGA. The shells of these targets are usually made of plastic (CH), glass, 

or occasionally deuterated plastic (CD). The targets are typically ~850 µm in diameter, 

and the shell thickness varies from a few µm to 33 µm. In addition to these targets, 

cryogenic D2 targets filled with D2 gas surrounded by a D2-ice shell and a thin CH outer 

ablator layer have been imploded in recent years. Particles emitted from these types of 

implosions at OMEGA are mainly from primary and secondary fusion reactions. Table 1 

lists the most common primary reaction processes and particles that are produced at 

OMEGA. The measured reaction rate, spectra and yields of these particles provide, in 

combination, detailed information about the target-implosion performance [20]. Further, 

and more detailed discussions of the characterization of the implosion utilizing these 

types of measurements are found in Section 5. 

Table 1: The most common primary reaction processes and 
particles that are produced at OMEGA. The reaction rates will vary 
with the fuel constituents within the target and the current plasma 
temperature (see Figure 2). Therefore, measurements of reaction 
rate, spectra, and yields of these particles provide information used 
to evaluate target-implosion performance. 

)45.2()82.0(3 MeVnMeVHedd +→+  

)02.3()01.1( MeVpMeVtdd +→+  

)03.14()56.3(4 MeVnMeVHetd +→+  

)68.14()67.3(43 MeVpMeVHeHed +→+  

Although the secondary reactions are not of primary concern in this thesis, this 

paragraph describes the most relevant ones to give the reader an idea of the plasma 

conditions in an ICF implosion at OMEGA. In Table 2, the most relevant secondary 

reactions are listed. As illustrated in the table, the secondary particles result from 

sequential reactions in which energetic primary products listed in Table 1 undergo fusion 

reactions with thermal deuterons in the fuel. For the plasma conditions at OMEGA, the 
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secondary-particle yields are typically three orders of magnitude lower than primary 

yields [20-21]. The mean energies of these particles can also be used to study the burn-

averaged fuel and shell ρR. In addition, the fuel and shell densities are high enough to 

generate a significant number of knock-on particles, such as knock-on protons, deuterons, 

and tritons [22-23]. This happens through elastic scattering of 14.1 MeV neutrons with 

the surrounding DT fuel and shell material, normally CH. The energy spectra of the 

scattered particles are continua, with upper endpoints determined by kinematics. 

Table 2: The most common secondary reaction processes and 
particles that are produced at OMEGA. The reactants come from 
the primary reactions shown in Table 1. At OMEGA, typical yields 
for secondary particles are typically three orders of magnitude 
lower than primary yields.  

)1.178.11()4.17.6()01.1( 4 MeVnMeVHedMeVt −+−→+  

)4.175.12()7.16.6()82.0( 43 MeVpMeVHedMeVHe −+−→+  

)03.14(')03.14( MeVpnpMeVn ≤+→+  

)5.12(')03.14( MeVDnDMeVn ≤+→+  

)6.10(')03.14( MeVTnTMeVn ≤+→+  

 To obtain information from these fusion products, a large range of nuclear 

diagnostics have been developed and are currently operational at the OMEGA laser 

facility. The next section describes the main nuclear diagnostics used for probing ICF 

plasmas. 
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5 NUCLEAR DIAGNOSTICS FOR ICF PLASMAS 

The studies discussed in this thesis are based exclusively on information obtain 

from nuclear diagnostics. Therefore, only this type of diagnostic will be discussed. This 

chapter covers the main nuclear diagnostics and their principles. Special emphasis is 

placed on Sections 5.4 and 5.6 since the developed software, the PTD code, relies heavily 

on these types of diagnostics.  

Nuclear diagnostics are routinely used at OMEGA and other ICF experiments to 

measure several key parameters of a target implosion [18, 20-25]. These parameters are: 

fusion yield, ion temperature, bang time (time of peak burn), burn duration, spatial burn 

region, fuel ρR, shell ρR, and fuel-shell mix. Nuclear diagnostics have both advantages 

and disadvantages compared to other types of diagnostics. One advantage is that the core 

of a high-density implosion can be diagnosed utilizing highly penetrating neutrons, 

gamma rays, and high-energy charged particles. Another important aspect is that fusion-

reaction products are being measured, which makes nuclear diagnostics effective at 

directly evaluating the target design. Disadvantages include the fact that information can 

only be obtained during the burn period. 

5.1 Neutron-activation diagnostic 

The total neutron yield from an ICF target is normally determined by an 

absolutely calibrated neutron activation system [26-27]. An activation sample, consisting 

of a suitable material, is placed at some known distance from the ICF target and 

irradiated with the neutrons produced in the experiment. The neutrons render the sample 

radioactive by an amount proportional to the neutron fluence experienced by the sample. 

The activated sample will then be removed from the target area to have its radioactivity 

measured and the yield from the experiment determined. Copper is used as material for 

measurements of primary-dt neutrons, while indium is used for measurements of 

primary-dd neutrons. There is also ongoing work in designing a carbon-activation 

diagnostic for measurements of tertiary-neutrons (above 20 MeV) at the NIF [28]. 
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5.2 

5.3 

Current-mode detectors 

The total neutron yield from an ICF target is also obtained from current-mode 

detectors, which consist of a plastic scintillator coupled to a fast photo multiplier tube, 

and utilizes a high-bandwidth transient digitizer. When a neutron interacts with the 

scintillator, light is produced and emitted towards a photo-multiplier tube. Electrons are 

produced in the photo cathode via the photoelectric effect. The produced electrons are 

multiplied in the photo-multiplier to a measurable electrical signal, the size of which is 

proportional to the deposited energy. Knowing the detection efficiency of the current-

mode detector, the neutron yield can be determined. These types of detectors have been 

used at NOVA (that was in operation for several decades at Lawrence Livermore 

National Laboratory), and are currently used at OMEGA to measure ion temperature, and 

bang time, in addition to neutron yield. These systems are relatively inexpensive, have a 

fairly large dynamic range, and have a fast time response, making them ideal for use in a 

wide variety of environments. 

Neutron spectrometers 

Large arrays of scintillation counters, each working in single-hit mode, have been, 

and are, used as neutron spectrometers at several ICF experiments. The primary objective 

of these spectrometers is to measure the secondary-neutron spectrum produced in D2 

implosions. Two spectrometers, LaNSA [29] and MEDUSA [30-31], have been used in 

the past at NOVA and OMEGA, respectively, and the 1020-array [32] is currently used at 

OMEGA for this type of measurement. The signals are recorded with time-to-digital 

converters so that a histogram of neutron arrival times can be produced. This system 

allows the energy distribution of neutrons to be determined. If the primary neutron yield 

is within this range, the instrument can be used to give the ion temperature. In addition, 

the higher anticipated yields on the NIF will probably allow other uses as well. 

Another type of neutron spectrometer is the magnetic recoil spectrometer (MRS) 

[33-34], which is being built for use at both OMEGA and the NIF. The foremost 

objective of the MRS spectrometer is to measure scattered DT neutrons from which ρR 

can be directly inferred. This type of measurement will be essential for assessing 
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implosion performance during all stages of development from warm targets (gas filled 

targets with typically CH shells) at OMEGA to cryogenic fizzles and ignited targets at the 

NIF. Another important feature of the MRS design is that it will provide spectra of the 

primary or secondary DT neutrons with unprecedented accuracy. The MRS has three 

basic components (see Figure 6). The first component is a CH (or CD) foil close to the 

target implosion, to produce recoil protons (or deuterons) from incident neutrons. The 

second component is a permanent magnet, outside the target chamber, for energy 

dispersion and for focusing of protons (or deuterons) onto a detector plane. The focusing 

provides a clear mapping between position in the plane and the energy of the proton (or 

deuteron), and thus the energy of the neutron that scattered it. The third component is the 

detector, located at the focal plane of the spectrometer, which will record the position of 

each proton (or deuteron) and be insensitive to various sources of background. Two 

detector options with different strengths will be investigated: CR-39 detectors [20] and 

fast BC422 current-mode scintillators. An analogous method [35] was developed for 

neutron spectrometry studies on the Joint European Torus (JET). 

 

Figure 6: Schematic drawing illustrating the important elements of 
the MRS design on OMEGA (the distances for NIF case are also 
shown), including CH foil, magnet and focal plane position. As 
indicated by the distances, the magnet will be outside the target 
chamber on both OMEGA and the NIF. The trajectories shown are 
for protons with energies ranging from 6 to 24 MeV. With a CD 
foil, deuteron (neutron) energies 3 to 12 MeV (3.3 to 13.5 MeV) 
will be measured. 
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5.4 Temporal diagnostics 

Burn histories are routinely measured at OMEGA with extremely high temporal 

resolution, ~20 ps. Two diagnostics are currently in operation at OMEGA the neutron 

temporal diagnostic (NTD) for measuring the dd-burn history [36-37], and the proton 

temporal diagnostic (PTD), primarily for measuring the time evolution of the d3He-burn 

[38]. These diagnostics consist of a 1-mm thick BC422 scintillator and a 100-µm 

tantalum filter, in the case of the PTD, and a 1-mm tungsten filter, in the case of NTD, in 

front of the scintillator for protection against x-rays and laser light. An optical system 

transports the scintillator light produced by the D3He protons, or the recoil protons 

produced by the dd neutrons, to a high-speed optical streak camera, located outside the 

OMEGA-target chamber. The BC422 scintillator, in both cases, is positioned very close 

to the target implosion. A train of optical fiducial signals is simultaneously recorded for 

an accurate timing reference, with respect to the laser pulse. A drawing of the PTD front 

end is shown in Figure 7(a). Figure 7(b) shows an image recorded by a charged-coupled-

device (CCD) camera attached to the streak camera during an OMEGA shot. The 

horizontal axis corresponds to time, and the train of optical fiducial signals is shown just 

above the image of the scintillator output. The vertical direction reflects the image of the 

scintillator, and the measured signal is averaged across this direction after the signal has 

been corrected for background (measured in the bottom portion of the image), geometric 

distortions, and the streak camera flat field. Due to the very fast scintillator rise time of 

less than 20 ps, and the slow decay time of ~1.2 ns, the burn history is encoded in the 

leading edge of the measured signal. The resulting D3He burn history (the deconvolved 

signal), shown in Figure 7(c), is therefore obtained by deconvolving the effect of the long 

scintillator decay time from the recorded signal. The data from both the NTD and PTD 

have been extensively used in this thesis work, as described in Section 6. 
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Figure 7: The proton temporal diagnostic (PTD) for measurements 
of D3He-burn history. (a) Drawing of the PTD front end. (b) 
Streaked image of scintillator output, recorded by a CCD camera 
attached to a streak camera. (c) Resulting time history of the D3He 
burn, which indicates both shock burn and compression burn for an 
OMEGA shot. In (b), a train of optical fiducial signals (labeled 
“4”) is used for the timing reference. Also indicated in the image is 
the x-ray background component (labeled 1), shock component 
(labeled 2), and compression component (labeled 3). The principle 
of the NTD is exactly the same. 

5.5 Burn-imaging diagnostics 

In the last decade, significant efforts have been made to image the DT burn 

profiles via 14-MeV neutrons; recent work by the French (CEA) [39] and Los Alamos 

National Laboratory (LANL) [40-41] has yielded some promising advances in this area. 

Over the last couple of years, a complementary approach has been developed where the 

D3He burn region has been imaged using the 14.7-MeV protons [42]. In contrast to the 

neutron-imaging technique that uses a small pinhole, the imaging of the D3He burn is 

performed with penumbral imaging cameras, which consists of an aperture that is 

significantly larger than the size of the source, and a detector that consists of sheets of 

CR-39 detectors separated by ranging filters that result in efficient detection of 14.7-MeV 

D3He protons. The image on the CR-39 detector is not a direct image of the burn region, 

because the aperture is much bigger than the burn region. All information about the burn 

is therefore contained in the penumbra of the raw image, which must be post-processed 

with special inversion algorithms that reconstruct the burn distribution. Three imaging 

systems are interfaced at OMEGA, as illustrated in Figure 8. As shown in the figure, the 

systems are mounted in such a way as to image an implosion simultaneously from three 
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orthogonal directions for symmetry studies. Data from this diagnostic are used in this 

work, as described in Section 6. 

 (b) (a) 

Pinhole

CR-39 detector

 
Figure 8: (a) A schematic drawing of the imaging system for 
measuring the spatial distribution of D3He-nuclear burn. The 
detector pack, shown removed from the mounting hardware, 
contains CR-39 detectors. (b) Cutaway view of the OMEGA-target 
chamber, showing three imaging cameras pointed toward the target 
(located at the chamber center). The blue structure holds the target 
in place on its stalk. The diameter of the OMEGA-target chamber 
is 330 cm. 

5.6 Charged-particle spectrometers 

Two types of charged-particle spectrometers are discussed in this section. While 

they both rely on time integrated CR-39 detectors (described in Section 5.6.1), one 

utilizes a magnetic field, and the other uses a special aluminum-wedge filter to obtain a 

spectrum. Two magnet-based spectrometers (CPS) have been installed on the OMEGA-

target chamber, and both of them use a 7.6 kG permanent magnet to separate charged 

particles before detection, according to their gyro radius 

,)/( 22 EZARgyro ∝  (14)

where A is the atomic mass, Z is the atomic number, and E is the particle’s kinetic energy. 

The second is the wedge-range filter (WRF) spectrometer, which consists of an aluminum 

wedge (varying in thickness from 400 µm to 1800 µm, see Figure 9), placed in front of 

CR-39 for detection of high-energy protons (>8 MeV) [43]. The purpose of the wedge is 
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to decrease the incoming particle energy to within the 100% detection window for CR-

39. The WRF spectrometers are normally fielded on OMEGA in the diagnostic ports 

TIM1-TIM6, and KO1-KO3 (WRF can also be placed in TIM5, but this port is normally 

used for the PTD. KO3 is no longer in operation). Figure 10 shows a schematic drawing 

of the OMEGA target chamber indicating the position of ports TIM1-TIM6, KO1-KO3, 

and the two CPSs. 

The WRF spectrometers are normally used to measure spectra and total yield of 

D3He protons. Since each WRF spectrometer is positioned at a different location within 

the target chamber, their collective results can be used to observe and quantify implosion 

asymmetries [43]. This is discussed in the next section and is one of the main topics of 

this thesis. 

 

 
Figure 9:  A wedge-range-filter (WRF) spectrometer for primarily 
measurements of D3He-proton spectra. The aluminum wedge is 
used for ranging down the energy of incident protons to the range 
of 100% detection efficiency. The aluminum wedge has a 
thickness varying from 400 µm to 1800 µm, and the dimensions 
are 45×45 mm2. 
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Figure 10: Schematic drawing of the OMEGA-target chamber 
indicating the position of ports TIM1-TIM6, KO1-KO3, and the 
two CPSs. 

5.6.1 CR-39 detectors 

In the CPS, different incoming particles can have the same gyroradius (for 

example: ~3 MeV DD protons, ~1 MeV DD tritons, and ~3.6 MeV D3He alphas). 

Therefore, a detector that is able to identify and separate particles with the same 

gyroradius is necessary for accurate studies of the energy spectra. CR-39 is such a 

detector. It is a clear plastic with the chemical composition C12H18O7, and has been used 

as a nuclear detector in many recent ICF applications [20]. When a charged particle 

impinges on the plastic, it creates a track. The track diameter is related to the local 

deposited energy per unit distance along the particle trajectory, which is proportional to 

the incoming particle energy. The detection efficiency of CR-39 is close to 100 percent 

for protons in the energy range 0.2-7 MeV, and the plastic (CR-39) has the advantage of 

being insensitive to electromagnetic noise [20]. 
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6 STUDIES OF TARGET-IMPLOSION DYNAMICS  
Shock-convergence timing and proper assembly of target mass, as manifested 

through ρR evolution, are fundamentally important for achieving ignition in ICF. 

Experimental information about target-implosion dynamics is therefore required both for 

understanding how assembly occurs and for critically evaluating hydrodynamic 

simulations. Without carefully tailored assembly of the fuel, hot-spot ignition planned for 

the NIF will fail. As described in Section 2.1.1, hot spot ignition relies on shock 

convergence to “ignite” the hot spot, followed by propagation and burn of the 

compressed high-density material (compressive burn). The relationship between these 

events must be understood to ensure the success of ICF ignition. To address some of 

these issues, this thesis, and in particular, this section, reports the first results of the 

dynamics of a new type of cryo-surrogate target implosion. 

6.1 Experiments  

In these experiments, D3He filled CH targets with a nominal diameter of 850 µm, 

a nominal fill pressure of 18 atm, and shell thickness 17 µm were imploded with a 1-ns 

square laser pulse shape delivering ~23 kJ of UV-energy on target. All laser beams on 

OMEGA were smoothed with SG4 distributed phase plates, 1-THz, two-dimensional 

smoothing by spectral dispersion, and polarization smoothing using birefringement 

wedges; the beam-to-beam energy imbalance was typically 3 % rms. These implosions 

were designed to have approximately similar hydrodynamic properties to the cryogenic 

targets designed for the ignition experiments at the NIF. 

The dynamics of these D3He implosions were studied using the PTD for 

measurement of D3He-burn history, NTD for measurement of DD-burn history, and 

several WRF spectrometers for measurements of time-integrated D3He proton energy 

spectra. Figure 11 illustrates data obtained from these nuclear diagnostics for one shot. 
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Figure 11: A set of D3He proton spectra measured by WRF 
spectrometers, processed and analyzed NTD, and PTD data from a 
D3He implosion with a 17-µm thick CH shell (shot 34272). The 
energy downshift of the spectrum is a direct measure of ρR along 
the line-of-sight of each spectrometer (the birth energy of the D3He 
protons is 14.7 MeV as indicated by the arrows in the spectra). In 
the case of this relatively thin-shell implosion, the shock peak is 
not evident. Most of the spectrum is therefore associated with the 
compression phase. Also shown, is a schematic drawing of the 
OMEGA target chamber indicating the position of the WRF’s, the 
PTD and the NTD.  

6.2 Data processing, analysis, and results 

To determine time evolution of D3He burn from the PTD signal shown in Figure 

11, the data must be corrected for the effects causing time dispersion at the PTD. These 

effects are: Doppler broadening, geometric broadening, ρR(t), and PTD response. In this 

context, the PTD position, relative to the implosion, must be considered as well. The 

significance and effects of each process are considered and included in the PTD code that 
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has been developed for analysis of target-implosion dynamics, as described in detail in 

the next section. 

6.2.1 Development of data-analysis software – The PTD code 

The PTD code is a software that determines the evolution of d3He burn, ρR(t), and 

ρR(t) asymmetries. See Appendix A for detailed information about the PTD code, and 

how it is used. In this section, the physics models used and main features in the code are 

described. 

The input for the code includes NTD and PTD data, and several time integrated 

d3He-proton spectra measured by the WRF spectrometers. In order to determine the d3He 

burn history from the measured PTD data (shown in Figure 11), several implosion 

parameters need to be modeled in the PTD code. The first parameter is the evolution of 

ion temperature Ti(t), which Doppler broadens the birth spectrum of the D3He protons, 

and the relationship between the energy broadening, ∆E(t), and Ti(t), both given in keV, 

can approximately be expressed as 

.)(180)( tTtE i≈∆  (15)

Here, ∆E(t) represents the FWHM of the Doppler broadened D3He-proton spectrum at a 

certain time. Although Doppler broadening caused by Ti~7 keV dominates other effects 

at shock-bang time, it only causes an arrival time spread of ~30 ps at the PTD (9 cm from 

the target). To account for the arrival time spread caused by Ti, the evolution of the ion 

temperature is represented by two Gaussians, one for the shock phase and one super 

Gaussian, to the power of four, for the compression phase (see Figure 12). The Ti(t) curve 

shown in Figure 12 represents the evolution of ion temperature for a 20-µm thick target 

implosion. As described in the Appendix, Ti(t) curve can easily be modified by the user, 

depending on what type of implosion is studied. 
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Figure 12: Evolution of ion-temperature Ti(t) for a 20-µm thick 
target implosion. In the PTD code, the Ti(t) curve is represented by 
two Gaussians; one for the shock phase (from 1400 to 1600 ps) and 
one super Gaussian, to the power of four, for the compression 
phase (from 1600 to 1900 ps). This temperature curve is based on 
several measurements of the ion temperature at different stages of 
the implosion [18, 24, 38]. 

The second parameter to consider is geometric broadening, which becomes more 

significant as the target compresses. At compression-bang time, its contribution to the 

arrival time spread at the PTD is ~30 ps. Geometric broadening is caused by the finite 

size and shape of the proton source and target shell. Even in a spherical target implosion, 

protons transverse the compressed shell at different angles to the shell normal and thus 

travel different path lengths through the shell. This results in a range of energy 

downshifts, which in turn corresponds to an arrival time spread at the PTD. To quantify 

and correct for this effect, 3-D Monte Carlo calculations were used initially to model the 

birth location and direction distributions to determine the effective path length of each 

proton in the fuel and shell. This gives the amount of energy lost and thus the arrival time 

at the PTD. Proton core imaging system (PCIS) provided information about the size and 

shape of the proton source at compression-bang time, and a Gaussian source radius (1/e) 

of ~35 µm was used. To significantly speed up the PTD code, the following approximate 

functions were used to describe the source and path-length distribution in the shell 

,)( 22
1 zRzzF −≈  (16)

and 
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respectively. Here, R1 defines the outer boundary of the fuel, R2 and R3 are the radii 

specifying the location of the inner and outer surfaces of the shell, respectively, z 

(0<z<R1) is the orthogonal coordinate relative to the detector direction (see Figure 13(a)), 

ρReff(t) is the effective areal density experienced by protons depending on the birth 

location, and ρR(t) is the minimum areal density (i.e. for protons that penetrate the shell 

with zero angle to the shell normal). Equation (17) assumes that all protons are emitted 

parallel to the x-axis, as illustrated in Figure 13(a). Additional information about the 

source size was obtained from other work [18], which demonstrated that the target-

convergence ratio3 is a factor two smaller at shock-bang than at compression-bang time, 

indicating a source radius of ~70 µm at shock-bang time. The evolution of the source size 

through the D3He burn was determined using a hyperbolic fit through these data points. 

The fit was also adjusted to closely match the time of peak compression. The evolution of 

the source size (R1), and radii R2 and R3, defining the shell position are illustrated in 

Figure 13(b). 

                                                 

3 The target-convergence ratio is defined as, ,)()(
00 Rf

tRtCr
ρ

ρ
×

><
=  where <ρR(t)> is the evolution of 

the average areal density, f is the fraction of the initial shell that has not been ablated away, and ρ0R0 is the 
initial areal density. 
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Figure 13: Source and shell geometry (a) Schematic drawing of 
the target geometry at a specific time. R1 defines the outer 
boundary of the fuel, R2 and R3 are the radii specifying the position 
of the inner and outer surfaces of the shell, respectively. The model 
used in the PTD code assumes that all protons travel in a direction 
parallel to the x-axis. (b) Evolution of the source and shell 
geometry. The R1 curve is a hyperbolic fit to the measured data. 
The extension of the shell, defined by R2 and R3 at different times, 
is based on measurements and initial target characteristics. The 
trajectories shown here are for a target with an initial thickness of 
20 µm. 

The time evolution of ρR is the third, and the dominant, component causing 

arrival time spread at the PTD. As the target compresses, ρR and proton energy downshift 

increase. The proton energy downshift is approximately 0.5 MeV at shock-bang time, and 

2.5 MeV at compression-bang time. The difference in energy downshift causes an arrival 

time spread of ~150 ps at the PTD [18]. In the PTD code, a Lorentzian function is used to 

describe the evolution of ρR, i.e., 

.
1)(4

)(
2 +

∆

−
=

T
Tt

RtR
p

ρρ  (18)

Here, ρR represents the areal density at peak compression, Tp is the time of peak-

compression (stagnation time), and ∆T describes the width (FWHM) of the Lorentzian. 

Figure 14 shows a typical ρR(t) for an imploding target with an initial thickness of 20 µm. 
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Figure 14: Evolution of areal density ρR(t). It has been shown in 
reference [18] that a Lorentzian function can be favorably used as a 
ρR(t). ρR is the areal density at peak compression, Tp is the time of 
peak-compression, and ∆T describes the width (FWHM) of the 
Lorentzian. The curve shown here is for a typical 20-µm thick 
target implosion. It should be noted that the compression-bang 
time occurs at ~1.7 ns for this type of target. 

The ρR(t) was determined by fitting a calculated, time integrated proton spectrum 

to a measured WRF spectrum, and the best fit was found by minimizing χ2 between 

measured and calculated spectra by varying the fitting parameters ρR, Tp, and ∆T (for 

more details see Appendix). For a certain ρR(t), the calculated, time-integrated spectrum 

was constructed as follows. At a particular time, t, the birth spectrum of the D3He protons 

broadens, due to ion temperature and target-implosion geometry, and is downshifted in 

energy due to ρR. Provided that the proton production history (or D3He burn history) is 

known, a time-integrated D3He proton spectrum can be determined by summing all 

proton spectra, each produced at a particular time, t, over the entire D3He burn. However, 

since the real proton production history is not known at this point, the DD burn history 

was used initially in the analysis in a fashion similar to the method described in 

Reference [44]. The NTD measured DD neutron production history (which is not 

sensitive to the shock) could be used satisfactorily in this analysis, if the shock yield is 

insignificant, or if the shock component in the D3He proton spectrum is excluded. 

Having quantified the effects causing time dispersion at the PTD, the D3He burn 

history can be inferred from the measured PTD signal shown in Figure 15. A forward-
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fitting technique is used in the PTD code (for more details see Appendix) in which a 

guessed D3He burn history was folded with the components, causing the arrival time 

spread at the PTD (an average ρR(t) was used in this part of the analysis4). Two skewed 

Gaussians, representing the shock peak and compression peak, respectively, were used as 

an initial guess of the real D3He burn history and folded with the components causing 

time dispersion. The convolution was numerically adjusted to the PTD signal, using a χ2-

minimization technique, and the best fit is shown in Figure 15 (shot 35004). Figure 15(b), 

shows the actual D3He burn history that gives the best fit. 
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Figure 15: (a) Calculated D3He burn history (solid red line) fitted 
to the measured PTD signal, which is indicated by the error bars, 
for a 20 µm thick target implosion (shot 35004). (b) The actual 
D3He burn history that gives the best fit. 

6.3 

                                                

Experimental results 

The D3He burn history strongly depends upon the type of target imploded and the 

shape and strength of the laser drive. In these experiments, the 1-ns square laser pulse 

generates a strong first shock that is launched into the fuel. A second, faster shock 

subsequently breaks out into the shocked fuel, and coalesces with the first shock before it 

reaches the center of the implosion. As the shock front converges at the center of the 

implosion, a large fraction of the kinetic energy is transformed into thermal energy of the 

ions. This is the onset of the shock burn, which continues for ~150 ps, as shown in 

Section 6.3.1. At this time, the target has typically compressed ~4-5 times (See Section 

 
4 The average ρR(t) is determined from taking the average of each of the three fitting parameter that define 
the ρR evolution. 
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6.3.1). As the target continues to compress during the deceleration phase, the pressure, 

density, and temperature increase until conditions are reached again for additional D3He 

fusion to occur. This phase is identified as the compression burn, which occurs ~175 ps 

after the shock burn and continues for ~160 ps for this type of implosion. At stagnation 

time, the target has compressed an additional factor of ~2.5 (see results shown in Section 

6.3.1). 

6.3.1 Dynamics of D3He gas-filled plastic target implosions 

Fielding up to eight WRF spectrometers viewing the target implosion from 

different directions allows studies of evolution of low mode (l ≤ 3) ρR asymmetries. 

Several target implosions were studied in this thesis, and typical evolution of ρR and ρR 

asymmetries for a 17-µm thick target implosion are shown in Figure 16. Also shown in 

the figure is the D3He-burn history. In this particular case, the shock-bang time occurs at 

~1450 ps, whilst the compression-bang time occurs ~160 ps later.  
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Figure 16: Evolution of ρR and ρR asymmetries for a 17-µm thick 
target implosion. Each dotted line represents the ρR evolution 
inferred in a certain direction, while the solid black line is the 
average ρR evolution for this implosion (shot 34277). Also shown 
is the D3He-burn history (the red line). A shock-bang time of 
~1450 ps, and a compression-bang time of ~1610 ps were 
determined for this implosion. 

Furthermore, ρR asymmetries are also observed at shock-bang time for this implosion, 

and these asymmetries seem to amplify throughout the implosion without any phase 
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changes. This feature has also been observed for other types of implosions [18, 45-47]. 

As described in Reference [45-46, 48], the growth of these low-mode ρR asymmetries, 

mainly initiated by laser-drive asymmetry, is driven primarily by Bell-Plesset 

convergence effects [49], and the expression for the ρR-asymmetry growth is given by 

[18] 
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Here ∆ρR(t) is the evolution of ρR asymmetry, ∆ρRs is the ρR asymmetry at shock-bang 

time, Cr(t) is the time dependent convergence ratio as defined in footnote 3, <ρR(t)> is 

the evolution of the average ρR, and Crs and <ρR>s are the convergence ratio and average 

ρR, respectively, at shock-bang time. Using the definition of Cr(t), it can be shown that 

the convergence ratio is ~10 for these types of implosions at compression-bang time, 

about a factor two larger than at shock-bang time. With this information in hand, 

Equation (19) can be written as  
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indicating that ∆ρR should grow ~2 times as fast as the <ρR>. The inferred ρR at shock-

bang and compression-bang time is plotted in Figure 17(a), and Figure 17(b), 

respectively, as a function of longitudinal angle (although the TIM ports are not all on the 

equator, as shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11) for these shots, and for several other shots. 

As shown by the figure, ∆ρR indeed grows about a factor of two faster than the <ρR> for 

these shots.  
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Figure 17: Measured ρR as a function of longitudinal angle (not all 
TIM ports are located on the equator) for shots 34285 (17 µm thick 
target) and 35002 (20 µm thick target). The solid (shot 35002) and 
dashed (shot 34285) lines are linear interpolations between the data 
points. (a) ρR at shock-bang time. (b) ρR measured at compression-
bang time. The initial ρR (that has not been ablated away) for this 
type of target is 1 mg/cm2. With this information in hand one can 
see that the target is on average compressed ~4 times at shock-
bang time, and an additional factor of ~1.5-2 from shock to 
compression-bang time.  

Using Equation (20), ρR at compression-bang time as a function of longitudinal angle is 

determined from the ρR values at shock-bang time for shots 34285 (17 µm shell 

thickness) and 35002 (20 µm shell thickness). The results from these calculations are 

presented in Figure 18, and the predicted data agree well with the measurements. It is also 

observed that the overall form of the data, both at shock-bang time and compression-bang 

time indicates that the dominant structure has a mode number of l = 1 in longitudinal 

angle, although there are not enough measurements to rule out the possibility of higher 

modes. 
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Figure 18: Measured and calculated, using Equation (20), ρR as a 
function of longitudinal angle for compression-bang time for shots 
34285 (17 µm thick target) and 35002 (20 µm thick target). The 
red dashed (shot 35002) and black dashed (shot 34285) lines are 
linear interpolation between the data points. 

The strength of the D3He shock burn and its clear separation from the 

compression burn allow highly accurate shock-bang time measurements, and thus highly 

accurate studies of laser-drive efficiency. Figure 19 and Figure 20 summarize bang-

timing measurements of 17 µm thick target implosions for different laser energy on 

target. As shown by the figures, it can be clearly seen that the both shock-bang and 

compression-bang time occur earlier for higher laser energy on target. By comparing the 

experimental data with numerical simulations, one can, for instance, determine the 

coupling of laser energy to the target. This is, however, outside the scope of this thesis 

work. 
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Figure 19: Implosion dynamics of targets with 17 µm CH shell, 
and filled with 18 atm D3He gas. (a) Measured shock-bang time as 
a function of laser energy on target. (b) Measured compression-
bang time as a function of laser energy on target. Higher laser 
energy result in earlier bang times in both cases. (c) Time 
difference between the shock-bang and compression-bang times, 
which decreases for higher laser energy on target. This indicates 
that the compression-bang time is more sensitive to the variation of 
laser energy on target. 

The burn duration (FWHM) of both shock and compression burn was also 

measured for the shots described above, and the results are summarized in Figure 20 

where the burn duration (FWHM) is plotted as a function of laser energy on target. 

Higher laser energy on the target seems to result in shorter shock and compression burn 

durations (see Figure 20). 
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Figure 20: Shock-burn and compression-burn durations of target 
implosions with 17 µm CH shell, and filled with 18 atm D3He gas.  
(a) Shock-burn duration as a function of laser energy on target. (b) 
Compression-burn duration as a function of laser energy on target. 
In both cases, the data suggest that the burn duration decreases 
with increasing laser energy on target. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 
Temporal evolution of areal density (ρR) and burn of direct-drive, D3He gas-filled 

plastic target implosions have been studied using dd neutrons and d3He protons. The 

primary goal of these studies was to improve and extend the experimental information of 

the target implosion dynamics. Utilizing simultaneously the proton temporal diagnostic 

(PTD), the neutron temporal diagnostic (NTD), and several proton spectrometers, studies 

of shock-bang and compression-bang timing, and evolution of ρR and ρR asymmetries 

were performed. ρR asymmetries were observed at shock-bang time (time of peak burn 

during shock phase) and grew approximately twice as fast as the average ρR, without any 

phase changes. Furthermore, it was observed that the shock-bang and compression-bang 

time occur earlier, and that the time difference between these events decreases for higher 

laser energy on target, which indicates that the compression-bang time is more sensitive 

to the variation of laser energy on target. It was also observed that the duration of shock 

and compression phase might decrease for higher laser energy on target. 
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APPENDIX A 
This Appendix provides a more detailed description of the PTD code. First, some 

visual and practical user-related information is presented, followed by a discussion of the 

calculations, step by step, and the format of input files. The Appendix ends with 

flowcharts of the PTD code, which was developed using Borland C++ Builder 5.  

A.1 Structure of the PTD-user interface 

Figure A.1 shows the user interface of the PTD code during analysis of shot 

35167. For the program to run, three input files need to be read by the code; they are for 

this particular shot: 35167_WRF.txt, 35167_ntd.txt and 35167_ptd.txt. The 35167_WRF 

includes all D3He-proton spectra measured for this target implosion, 35167_ntd.txt 

includes the measured dd-burn history, and the 35167_ptd.txt includes the measured PTD 

signal that needs to be corrected. Under the file menu, the user can open and read these 

files. The format of these input files is discussed in Section A.3. 
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Figure A.1: The user interface of the PTD code during analysis of 
shot 35167. See text for more information. 

 In the top left, the user can either specify a default Ti(t) curve (for a 20-µm target 

imploded by a 1-ns square pulse delivering 23 kJ), or customize a Ti(t) to be used in the 

analysis. In both cases, two Gaussians represent the Ti(t) curve (a normal Gaussian for the 

shock phase, and a super Gaussian for the compression part). If the customized Ti(t) curve 

is chosen, a separate window opens to specify the parameters that define the temperature 

evolution. This window also contains an option to plot the temperature curve. If the user 

input is unreasonable, a warning message is displayed, which gives the user a chance to 

change the value. This check is applied to all input parameters (the temperature 

parameters and the other values specified in the main user interface). 

 Since the D3He-proton spectrum strongly depends on the evolution of ρR, it is 

critical to find the ρR(t) that gives best agreement between calculated and measured 

D3He-proton spectrum. This can be done in two different ways. As shown in the RhoR 

determination window below the temperature evolution window, the user can either 

select to scan through a 3-dim ρR(t) parameter space (the parameters are: peak RhoR, 

Stagnation time, and FWHM) and generate a grid in which a reduced χ2 is calculated in 
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each grid point, or directly specify the three ρR(t) parameters that gives the best fit. After 

the grid has been generated in the first approach, a minimum reduced χ2 is then 

determined in this 3-dim parameter space as described in Section A.2. 

 Three different accuracy levels can be selected (high, medium, or low) from a 

drop-down menu below the RhoR determination window. The calculation runs more 

quickly in the low or medium accuracy modes, but will generate a lower quality result. A 

speed test was performed on my MIT desktop computer (1.7 GHz and 512 MB of RAM) 

when analyzing shot 34272, and the run time results are shown in Table A.1. 

Table A.1: Computer run times for three different accuracy levels 
(high, medium, and low) when analyzing shot 34272. 

Accuracy level Hours Minutes 

High 03 30 

Medium 01 12 

Low 00 27 

 

 The bottom left region in the user interface shows the name of the output file in 

which the results of the calculation are saved to. Also shown in the bottom left region are 

two bottoms, which allow the user to stop, or pause the calculation. 

 In the top right, the type of target is specified. In the bottom right, initial (guessed 

ones) parameters of the D3He-burn history are specified by the user. Two skewed 

Gaussians are initially used to represent the D3He-burn history. The number of D3He-

burn parameters will vary depending on implosion; if 3He is specified, the three shock 

parameters will not be shown, since there is negligible amount of fuel-shell mix at this 

time. Additional information about the variables and how to use the PTD program is 

provided in the Help menu. 

A.2 The PTD calculation – step by step 

 The PTD code starts with the determination of the <ρR(t)> (the average of several 

ρR(t) curves, each representing the ρR evolution in one direction). As mentioned in 

Section A.1, the user can select to scan through a 3-dim ρR(t) parameter space and 
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generate a grid in which a reduced χ2 is calculated in each grid point. The input files 

“shotNumber_WRF.txt” and “shotNumber_ntd.txt” are used for this part of the 

calculation. In the high accuracy case, the PTD code generates a grid with the dimensions 

of 20×20×10 (peak ρR×stagnation time×FWHM). For the medium accuracy case, the 

grid is 15×15×7, and for the low accuracy case, the grid is 10×10×5. The upper and lower 

limits on each parameter are the same in each case; however, the step length is larger for 

lower levels of accuracy. After the grid has been generated, the PTD code selects the 

three ρR(t) parameters that gives the lowest reduced χ2 value, and search for the 

minimum reduced χ2 in the nearby region in the ρR(t) parameter space. In the high 

accuracy case, each parameter is iterated three times in this search. For the medium 

accuracy case, each parameter is iterated twice, and for low accuracy case, each 

parameter is iterated once. During the iteration of the ρR parameters, the convergence 

condition also differs depending on the level of accuracy. After the ρR(t) parameters have 

been determined, the code calculates an error associated to each parameter. The error is 

found by increasing (or decreasing) the value of the fitting parameters, one by one, until 

the minimum reduced χ2 is increased by one. The error is the difference in the parameter 

value, from its value for reduced χ2
min, to its value for reduced χ2

min plus one. To find the 

error, a different step length is used, depending on the accuracy level. Longer step lengths 

are used for the lower accuracy levels. The calculation of the ρR evolution is performed 

until all ρR(t) curves have been determined, corresponding to all measured D3He-proton 

spectra, from which a <ρR(t)> is determined. This part of the PTD calculation can be 

ignored by directly specify the three <ρR(t)> parameters. 

 The next step in the PTD calculation is to determine the D3He-burn history from 

the measured PTD signal, which requires, however, that the <ρR(t)> is known. A semi-

analytical forward-fitting technique is used in which a guessed D3He burn history was 

folded with the components causing the arrival time dispersion at the PTD. Two skewed 

GaussiansA.1, representing the shock peak and compression peak, in the case of a D3He 

implosion, are used as initial guess of the actual D3He burn history (only a compression 

                                                 
A.1 Each Gaussian is defined by four parameters (peak value, peak position, FWHM, and skewness). This 
means that eight fitting parameters must be determined for the D3He-implosion case, and only four for the 
3He-implosion case. The skewness is initially set to zero, and not specified by the user. 
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component is used in the case of a 3He implosion). The convolution is adjusted to the 

PTD signal, using a χ2 minimization technique. In the high accuracy case, each parameter 

is iterated three times. For medium accuracy, each parameter is iterated two times and for 

the low accuracy case each parameter is iterated once. For the PTD iteration, the 

convergence condition depends on the level of accuracy. 

 The PTD calculation continues the χ2 minimization numerically, after the 

analytical χ2 minimization has converged. In this part of the calculation, the value of the 

D3He-burn in each time bin is numerically adjusted to further reduce the χ2 value. This 

procedure is performed several times until the convergence condition has been fulfilled. 

A different convergence condition is defined for the numerical iteration depending on the 

level of accuracy. 

A.3 Format of the input files 

 For the PTD code to run, three input files (“shotNumber_WRF.txt”, 

“shotNumber_ntd.txt”, and “shotNumber_ptd.txt”) must be read from a shot folder; these 

files must be located in the same folder or the code will not run. An additional file, 

“AlTa_100_1000.txt”, must be located in the same folder. This file contains information 

about the response of the PTD, which is described elsewhere [18]. The user will browse 

for the folder where the input data is located, and specify one of the files whose name 

contains the shot number to be analyzed (i.e. “shotNumber_WRF.txt”, 

“shotNumber_ntd.txt”, or “shotNumber_ptd.txt” - it does not matter which one). At this 

point, the PTD code will know the path of the input data, and the shot number to be 

analyzed. The input files are named in the format shown above; otherwise the PTD code 

will not be able to run. 

 The structure of the data files is important for the program to run properly. As 

shown in Table A.2, the file “shotNumber_WRF.txt” contains WRF information in a 

well-defined format: energy, yield per MeV, and corresponding error for each port in 

alphanumerical order (KO1, KO2, TIM1, TIM2, TIM3, TIM4, and TIM6. Note: TIM5 

and KO3 should not be included in the WRF-file). If a port is not used during an 

implosion, it is important to give the data corresponding to that port a negative value. The 
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lengths of each column should be equal (i.e. the number of energy bins); otherwise an 

error may occur. 

Table A.2: Format of WRF data stored in the file 
“shotNumber_WRF.txt”, illustrating d3He-proton spectra measured 
in several directions. KO2 is not used in this particular case. The 
number of rows is variable, but must be the same for all ports. The 
energy bin value is fixed, and so is the energy bin size (0.1 MeV). 
For energies where the yield is zero, the errors have been 
artificially set to very large values, otherwise these data points 
would adversely influence the fitting process (Observe: the 
headlines are not a part of the data file). 

Energy 

[MeV] 

KO1 

[yield/MeV] 

Error 

[yield/MeV] 

Energy 

[MeV] 

KO2 

[yield/MeV] 

Error 

[yield/MeV] 

.. 

 

0.05 0 1.00E+10 -1 -1 -1 ..

0.15 0 1.00E+10 -1 -1 -1 ..

0.25 0 1.00E+10 -1 -1 -1 ..

: : : : : : : 

17.75 1.06E+06 6.09E+06 -1 -1 -1 ..

17.85 6.23E+06 5.31E+06 -1 -1 -1 ..

17.95 6.10E+06 5.29E+06 -1 -1 -1 ..

The measured dd-burn history data is stored in the file “shotNumber_ntd.txt”, 

which should already be available in the data folder. Table A.3 illustrates the format of 

the data for a certain shot. 
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Table A.3: Format of dd-burn history data stored in the file 
“shotNumber_ntd.txt”. The data should always be normalized to 
one. The number of rows in the file is variable, as is the step length 
(Observe: the headlines are not a part of the data file). 

 

Time [ps] [yield/bin] 

1204.0 0.0000 

1210.0 0.0000 

: : 

1540.0  0.0215 

1546.0  0.0237 

: : 

2158.0 0.0000 

The measured PTD signal is stored in the file “shotNumber_ptd.txt”, which 

should already be available in the data folder. Table A.4 illustrates the format of the data 

for a certain shot. 
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Table A.4: Format of a ptd data stored in the file 
“shotNumber_ptd.txt”. The time step length and the number of 
rows are variable. To avoid the influence of zero values on the 
fitting process, their corresponding errors are set artificially to very 
large values (as is done for the WRF-file). Observe: the headlines 
are not a part of the data file. 

Time [ps] [yield/bin] Error [yield/ps] 

1201.6 0.0000 1.0000e+10 

1211.6 0.0000 1.0000e+10 

: : : 

1631.6  0.043795 3.7900e-4 

1641.6  0.047832 3.9608e-4 

: : : 

2781.6 0.0000 1.0000e+10 

When the PTD calculation is done, the results can be saved to a text output file. 

The name and location of this file are specified by the user, which is done when starting 

the program. Notepad is a good tool for later viewing the file. Other programs may be 

used to view the file, but the layout may not be as intended. An example of an output text 

file for a high-accuracy analysis of shot the 34277 is shown in Figure A.2. 
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Figure A.2: PTD-output file for a high-accuracy analysis of shot 
34277, as illustrated by the first two rows. The results from the ρR 
calculations are presented in the next section, in which the port 
location is presented in the first column, the reduced χ2 in the 
second column, and the parameter values that define the ρR 
evolution and the corresponding errors in the next six columns. 
The next section shows the characteristics of the determined D3He-
burn history, i.e., bang times, burn durations, and yields. The ρRs 
at the calculated shock-bang and compression-bang times are 
presented for each port used for this shot. The angles shown are 
relative to the location of the CTHS Upper Pylon. Also given in the 
output file are the six temperature parameters, which define the 
temperature evolution used in the calculation. 
*  Indicates reduced χ2  

**  Defined as FWHM 
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Main program
Start

Read WRF data; epMeas, yieldMeas and yieldSigma

Read NTD data (normalized); timeNTD and ntd

Create
Large grid?

Read peak ρR, stagnation time, and FWHM

No

Yes

Read user-specified output file

Read user-specified shell thickness

Set variables to zero in each grid element
(To be sure that the variables do not have 
any initial values, use three loops)

Set e0, e1, e2, e3, e4, and e5 (constants)

Read PTD data; timePTD, meas, sigmaPTD

Implosion
type?

3He

D3He

Read shock-yield, bang time, and burn duration

Read compression-yield, bang time, and burn duration

Read user-specified accuracy level; high, medium, or high

Read user-specified temperature curve, or use default

Send capsule information to the output file

Check which ports were activated during the shot, and 
for the activated ports call:
• Copy Function
• ReallocFunction
• ρRFunction
• ρRIterationFunction
• ρRDocumentationFunction

Calculate the mean value for the three fitting parameters 
(peak ρR, stagnation time, and FWHM) that define the 
ρR evolution, and the corresponding errors.  

Depending on shot type, D3He or 3He, give the PTD 
iteration parameters different values.  



Call χ2PTD function for k1c, send stepK=0.5, and kType=1 (χ2PTD function)

(χ2PTD function)

(χ2PTD function)

Call χ2PTD function for k2c, send stepK=0.5, and kType=1 

Call χ2PTD function for k5c, send stepK=0.01, and kType=1 

(χ2PTD function)Call χ2PTD function for k4c, send stepK=0.03, and kType=2 

Implosion
type?

D3He

3He

Call χ2PTD function for k1s, send stepK=1.0, and kType=2 (χ2PTD function)

(χ2PTD function)

(χ2PTD function)

Call χ2PTD function for k2s, send stepK=0.5, and kType=2 

Call χ2PTD function for k5s, send stepK=0.02, and kType=2 

(χ2PTD function)Call χ2PTD function for k4s, send stepK=0.05, and kType=2 

interation<=ε ?

iteration=1

(ε depends on chosen accuracy level) 

Call χ2Num function (χ2Num function)

Plotting burn history

Send PTD fitting parameter to output file

Define number of PTD iterations depending on chosen level of accuracy  

Main program

Stop

Plotting “Unfolded PTD data” 

Plotting the ρR evolution for each individual port and 
the calculated mean value.

Send the data for “Deconvolved PTD spectra” and for 
“Unfolded PTD data” to output file.
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ρR function
Start

f=0, g=0, h=0 (f, g and h correspond to different 
dimensions in the grid)(Enter three loops)

For the grid element, define different values for the three fitting parameters (peak ρR, stagnation time, and FWHM)

Call χ2ρR function (χ2ρR function)

Save reduced χ2 for the parameter set peak ρR, stagnation time, and FWHM

f=f+1

f<ε?

g<∆?

h<δ?

f=1 & g=g+1

g=1 & h=h+1

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Find the minimal reduced χ2 in the grid, and the corresponding peak ρR, 
stagnation time, and FWHM

(Use three loops, and one if statement)

Stop

Dimension grid depending on accuracy level

(The value of the variables; ε, ∆, and δ depend on chosen accuracy level)
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ρR iteration function
Start

Call iteration function, send parameters for stagnation time (iteration function)

Call iteration function, send parameters for FWHM (iteration function)

Call iteration function, send parameters for peak ρR (iteration function)

iteration=iteration+1

iteration<=ε?

No

Yes

Call calculateError function, send parameters for stagnation time (calculateError function)

Call calculateError function, send parameters for FWHM (calculateError function)

Call calculateError function, send parameters for peak ρR (calculateError function)

iteration=1 (Enter iteration loop)

Stop

(ε depends on accuracy level)
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χ2ρR function
Start

Set variables to zero with help of loops (To be sure that the variables do not have any initial values)

m = 0(Enter time loop)

Define: ρR(t)=peakρR/[4((time-stagnationTime)/FWHM)2+1].

20µm-shell:
R1(t)=35/3+0.5*sqrt((70/3)2-4((35/3)2-(49/3600)*(t2-4000*t+20002)-49)), 
R2(t)=50/3+0.5*sqrt((100/3)2-4((50/3)2-(49/3600)*(t2-4000*t+20002)-49)), 
R3(t)=205/4+0.5*sqrt((205/2)2-4((205/4)2-(9/1024)*(t2-4000*t+20002)-9)).

24µm-shell:
R1(t)=15+0.5*sqrt(302-4(152-0.01*(t2-4400*t+22002)-1)), 
R2(t)=20+0.5*sqrt(402-4(202-0.01*(t2-4400*t+22002)-1)), 

R3(t) =52.6+0.5*sqrt(105.22-4(56.22-(87/1000)2*(t2-4400*t+22002)-1)).

27µm-shell:
R1(t)= 15+0.5*sqrt(302-4(152-0.01*(t2-4600*t+23002)-1)), 
R2(t)=20+0.5*sqrt(402-4(202-0.01*(t2-4600*t+23002)-1)), 

R3(t)=570/11+0.5*sqrt((1140/11)2-4((570/11)2-(1/121) *(t2-4600*t+23002)-1)).

i = #WRF-1 (Enter the proton source loop)

Define: z=(#WRF-1-i)*R1(t)/(#WRF-1), ρRL(z,t)=[ρR(sqrt(R3(t)2-z2)-sqrt(R2(t)2-z2))]/(R3(t)-R2(t))

Define energy as a function of ρRL: energy1=e0+e1* ρRL+e2* ρRL
2+e3* ρRL

3+e4* ρRL
4+e5* ρRL

5 (e0, e1, e2, e3, e4 and e5 are constants)

Define proton production function: sourceTemp(z,t)=z*sqrt(R1(t)2-z2)

i >= 0 ?

(Exit proton source loop)No

Yes

(Use one loop)Flip arrays; from # as a function of z, to # as a function of energy

Sum the values, in energyReducedBin, and normalize the array
A normalized energy spectra is produced, and saved in energyNorm (Use two loops)

m = m+1

No (Exit time loop)

Yes

i = i-1

(z corresponds to the distance 
from the center of the capsule)

Call linearInt-function, reduce bin size by a factor 10 (linerInt-function)

Rebin the normalized array (increase bin size by a factor 10, use three loops)

m = 0(Enter time loop)

m<# element in 
NTD-file ?

(#WRF = number of elements in WRF-file)
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χ2ρR function

k=0 (Start loop for temperature broadening, bin by bin)

Define:
width=sqrt(∆ET

2+ ∆EI
2), where ∆EI=0.35,

∆ET=0.18*sqrt[PeakTempShock*(exp(-0.5((time-PealTimeShock)/(FWHMShock/2.3548))2))+
PeakTempCompr*(exp(-0.5((time-PeakTimeCompr)/(FWHMCompr/2.3548))4))], 

gaussSigma=width/2.3548

gauss[m] = exp(-m2/(2*gaussSigma2))
Normalize the gauss array (Use two loops; variable m)

k=k+1

k<#WRF ?
Yes

Yes

No

No

m<#NTD ?

Add spectra from different times to one spectra, yieldFit. (Integrate over time, use two loops)

Define: reduced χ2=∑[(yieldMeas(bin)-yieldFit(bin))2]/((n-fittingParameters)*σ(bin)2) (Use one loop, sum over energy bin)

Stop

(Exit time loop)

m = m+1

energySpecSmooth[m][k]=energySpecSmooth[m][k]+energySpec[m][k]*gauss[0]

n=1 

k+n < #WRF ? energySpecSmooth[m][k+n]=energySpecSmooth[m][k+n]+energySpec[m][k]*gauss[n]
Yes

No

k-n >= 0 ? energySpecSmooth[m][k-n]=energySpecSmooth [m][k-n]+energySpec[m][k]*gauss[-n]
Yes

No

n < #WRF ?

No

Yes

n = n+1

(#WRF = number of 
elements in WRF-file)

(#NTD = number of elements in NTD-file)
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LinearInt function
Start

i = #NTD-1 

energy[i] = 
energy[i-1] 

? 

Yes

No

i = #NTD-1 
?

Yes

No

energy[i]=energy[i]+0.0002

energy[i]=energy[i]+(energy[i+1]-energy[i])/2

i > 0 ? 

No

Yes

i = i-1

i = 0 

slope[i]=(source[i+1]-source[i])/(energy[i+1]-energy[i])

i < #NTD-1 
? 

Yes

No

i = i+1

(#NTD = number of elements in NTD-file)
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LinearInt function

energy[0]<= 
length<= 

energy[#NTD-1]
? 

Yes

No

Yes

k=0, length=k/100

i = 0 

length <= 
energy[i+1] 

? 

Yes

No

energyReducedBin[time][k]=source[i]+slope[i]*(length-energy[i])

energyReducedBin
[time][k]<0

? 

Yes

No

energyReducedBin[time][k]=0

k=k+1, length=k/100

length <= 
energy[i+1] 

? 

Yes

No

i < #NTD-1 
? 

Yes

No

i = i+1

k < 10* 
(#NTD) ? 

No

Yes

energyReducedBin[time][k]=0

k=k+1, length=k/100

Stop
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Iteration function
Start

Set: chiρR=10e+10, and lastChiρR=10e+11

abs(lastChiρR-
chiρR)<ε ?

Yes

No

Use different step_length depending of the value of 
abs(lastChiρR-chiρR); 
abs(lastChiρR-chiρR)>=5.0 step_length=0.5*stepρR
1.0<=abs(lastChiρR-chiρR)<5.0 step_length=0.4*stepρR
0.4<=abs(lastChiρR-chiρR)<1.0 step_length=0.3*stepρR
0.1<=abs(lastChiρR-chiρR)<0.4 step_length=0.2*stepρR
0.04<=abs(lastChiρR-chiρR)<0.1 step_length=0.1*stepρR
0.01<=abs(lastChiρR-chiρR)<0.04 step_length=0.05*stepρR
abs(lastChiρR-chiρR)<0.01 step_length=0.02*stepρR

(Use if-statements)

Call χ2ρR function, send parameters for the fitting parameter (χ2ρR function)

Set: lastChiρR=chiρR, and chiρR= reduced χ2

YeslastChiρR=
1e+10 ?

No

lastρR=ρRvariable, 
ρRvariable=ρRvariable+

20*step_length

(The first turn in the loop)

abs(lastChiρR-
chiρR)>ε ? (ε depends on accuracy level)Stop(The minima for the fitting parameter is found!)

No

Yes

chiρR<
lastChiρR ?

YesNo
lastρR<ρRvariable ?lastρR<ρRvariable ?

(Went in the right direction)(Went in the wrong direction)

lastρR=ρRvariable, 
ρRvariable=ρRvariable+

10*step_length

lastρR=ρRvariable, 
ρRvariable=ρRvariable-

10*step_length

ρRvariable=lastρR, 
ρRvariable=ρRvariable+

10*step_length

ρRvariable=lastρR, 
ρRvariable=ρRvariable-

10*step_length

Yes

NoNo

Yes

ε =
= 0.001, High accuracy
= 0.01, Medium accuracy
= 0.1, Low accuracy
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CalculateError function
Start

Call χ2ρR function (χ2ρR function)

Set; lastChiρR=chiρR, chiρR= reduced χ2, and step=step+1

No

Yes

Stop

No

Set; chiρR=0, chiρRini=1.0, lastChiρR=100, step=0

chiρR<chiρRini+1 
?

No

Yes

step=1 ?chiρRini=chiρR

lastChiρR=0 ?
Yes

No

lastρR=ρRvariable, 
ρRvariable=ρRvariable+

2*step_length

chiρR<chiρRinit+1 ?

sigmaρR=abs(lastρR-
ρRvariableIi)

(The error for the fitting parameter is found!)

Yes lastρR<
ρRvarible ?

Yes

No

lastρR=ρRvariable, 
ρRvariable = ρRvariable-

step_length

lastρR=ρRvariable, 
ρRvariable=ρRvariable+

step_length
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χ2PTD function
Start

Set variables to zero with help of loops (To be sure that the variables do not have any initial values)

m = 0(Enter time loop)

time=timePTD[m]
gau1a=exp(-(time-k1c)4/(2*k2c4))*[1+(k4c/6)*((time-k1c)3/(k2c3)-3*(time-k1c)/k2c)]

Implosion
type?

3He

D3He

gau2=exp(-(time-k1s)2/(2*k2s2))*[1+(k4s/6)*((time-k1s)3/(k2s3)-3*(time-k1s)/k2s)]

gau2=0

gau1a<0
?

gau2<0
?

gau1a=0

gau2=0

m<(#PTD)
?

(#PTD = number of elements in PTD-file)

chiK=1*1010, and lastChiK=1*1011

abs(lastChiK-
chiK)>ε ?

ε =
= 5e-4, High accuracy
= 1e-3, Medium accuracy
= 5e-3, Low accuracy

No
(1)

(4)

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Define step length depending on iteration parameter and the value of abs(lastChiK-chiK)
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χ2PTD function
m = 0(Enter time loop)

sum_gau1a = sum_gau1a + gau1a
sum_gau2 = sum_gau2 + gau2

m<(#PTD)
?

m = 0

gau1a = k5c*bangYield*gau1a/sum_gau1a
gau2 = k5s*shockYield*gau2/sum_gau2

gau = gau1a + gau2

m<(#PTD)
?

Implosion
type?

3He

D3He

m = 0

gau = gau1a = k5c*bangYield*gau1a/sum_gau1a

m<(#PTD)
?

Yes

No

m = 0(Enter time loop)

Define: ρR(t)=peakρR/[4((time-stagnationTime)/FWHM)2+1].

20µm-shell:
R1(t)=35/3+0.5*sqrt((70/3)2-4((35/3)2-(49/3600)*(t2-4000*t+20002)-49)), 
R2(t)=50/3+0.5*sqrt((100/3)2-4((50/3)2-(49/3600)*(t2-4000*t+20002)-49)), 
R3(t)=205/4+0.5*sqrt((205/2)2-4((205/4)2-(9/1024)*(t2-4000*t+20002)-9)).

24µm-shell:
R1(t)=15+0.5*sqrt(302-4(152-0.01*(t2-4400*t+22002)-1)), 
R2(t)=20+0.5*sqrt(402-4(202-0.01*(t2-4400*t+22002)-1)), 

R3(t) =52.6+0.5*sqrt(105.22-4(56.22-(87/1000)2*(t2-4400*t+22002)-1)).

27µm-shell:
R1(t)= 15+0.5*sqrt(302-4(152-0.01*(t2-4600*t+23002)-1)), 
R2(t)=20+0.5*sqrt(402-4(202-0.01*(t2-4600*t+23002)-1)), 

R3(t)=570/11+0.5*sqrt((1140/11)2-4((570/11)2-(1/121) *(t2-4600*t+23002)-1)).

(2)

No

Yes

No

Yes
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χ2PTD function

(Exit proton source loop)No

(Use one loop)Flip arrays; from # as a function of z, to # as a function of energy

Sum the values, in energyReducedBin, and normalize the array.
A normalized energy spectra is now produced, and saved in energyNorm (Use two loops)

m = m+1

No (Exit time loop)

Yes

Call linearInt-function, reduce bin size by a factor 10 (linerInt-function)

Rebin the normalized array (increase bin size by a factor 10, use three loops)

m = 0(Enter time loop)

m<#PTD ?

i=#PTDres-1 (Enter the proton source loop)

Define: z=(#PTDres-1-i)*R1(t)/(#PTDres-1), ρRL(z,t)=[ρR(sqrt(R3(t)2-z2)-sqrt(R2(t)2-z2))]/(R3(t)-R2(t))

Define energy as a function of ρRL: energy1=e0+e1* ρRL+e2* ρRL
2+e3* ρRL

3+e4* ρRL
4+e5* ρRL

5 (e0, e1, e2, e3, e4 and e5 are constants)

Define proton production function: sourceTemp(z,t)=z*sqrt(R1(t)2-z2)

i >= 0 ?
Yes

i = i-1

(z corresponds to the distance 
from the center of the capsule)

(#PTDres = number of elements in PTDresponse-file)

time=timePTD[m]

Implosion
type?

3He

D3He

(2)

Width=0.45

Width=
0.18*sqrt[PeakTempShock*(exp( -0.5((timePealTimeShock)/(FWHMShock/2.3548))2))+
PeakTempCompr*(exp(-0.5((time-PeakTimeCompr)/(FWHMCompr/2.3548))4))]

gaussSigma=width/2.3548

(3)
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χ2PTD function

k=0 

gauss[m] = exp(-m2/(2*gaussSigma2))
Normalize the gauss array (Use two loop; variable m)

k=k+1

k<#PTDres ?Yes

Yes

No

m<#PTD ?

(Exit time loop)

m = m+1

energySpecSmooth[m][k]=energySpecSmooth[m][k]+energySpec[m][k]*gauss[0]

n=1 

k+n < #PTDres ? energySpecSmooth[m][k+n]=energySpecSmooth[m][k+n]+energySpec[m][k]*gauss[n]
Yes

No

k-n >= 0 ? energySpecSmooth[m][k-n]=energySpecSmooth [m][k-n]+energySpec[m][k]*gauss[-n]
Yes

No

n < #PTDres ?

No

Yes

n = n+1

(#PTDres = number 
of elements in 
PTDresponse-file)

(3) (#PTD = number of elements in PTD-file)

Convert: # as a function of energy to # as a function of time, and normalize spectra (Use loops)

Implosion
type?

3He

D3He
Calculate; reduced-χ2=(maes-calc)2/((#PTD-8)sigmaPTD2)

Calculate; reduced-χ2=(maes-calc)2/((#PTD-4)sigmaPTD2)

(Use one loop)
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χ2PTD function
Set: lastChiK=chiK, and chiK= reduced χ2

YeslastChiK=
1e+10 ?

No

lastK=k, k=k+2*stepK

(The first turn in the loop)

abs(lastChiK-
chiK)>ε ?Stop(The minimum for k is found!)

No

Yes

chiK<
lastChiK ?

YesNo
lastK<k ?lastK<k ?

(Went in the right direction)(Went in the wrong direction)

lastK=k, k=k+stepK*step_length

lastK=k, k=k-stepK*step_lengthk=lastK, k=k+stepK*step_length

k=lastK, k=k-stepK*step_length
Yes

NoNo

Yes

(5)

(1)

ε =
= 5e-4, High accuracy
= 1e-3, Medium accuracy
= 5e-3, Low accuracy
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GauSmooth function
Start

k7=factor*(k5c*bangYield+k5s*shockYield) 
gauGeneral[h]=gau[h]+k7

gauGeneral[h+1]=gau[h+1]+k7
gauGeneral[h+2]=gau[h+2]+k7

Stop

i=0

sum=sum+gauGeneral[i]

i<#PTD? (#PTD = number of elements in PTD-file)

i=i+1

Yes

No

i=0

gauGeneral[i]=(k5c*bangYield+k5s*shockYield)*gauGeneral[i]/sum
gau[i]=gauGeneral[i]

i<#PTD? (#PTD = number of elements in PTD-file)

i=i+1

Yes

No

Work_gau=gau_b
?

Yes

No

gauGeneral[h]
< 0
?

gauGeneral[h+1]
< 0
?

gauGeneral[h+2]
< 0
?

gauGeneral[h]=0 gauGeneral[h+1]=0 gauGeneral[h+2]=0

Yes Yes Yes

No No

No
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χ2Num function
Start

Set variables to zero with help of loops (To be sure that the variables do not have any initial values)

lastChik7=1*1011, scndLastChik7=1*1010, chik7=10000, and deltaChik7=1000

deltaChik7>ε ? No

Yes

h=0

timePTD[h]<
1400ps ? h=h+1

Yes

No

Chik7<scndLastChik7 
& chik7<lastchik7

?

scndLastChik7<
chik7 & scndLastchik7<

lastChik7
?

lastChik7<=
chik7 & lastChik7<=

scndLastchik7
?

Chik7first=chik7

Chik7first=scndLastChik7

Chik7first=lastChik7
Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

timePTD< 
2400 ps

Yes

No

iteration2=0, lastk7=0, k7=0, and scndLastk7=0

(10)

(11)

(5)

(6)

ε =
= 0.01, High accuracy
= 0.5, Medium accuracy
= 1.0, Low accuracy
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χ2Num function

i<#PTD
?

i=0

gau_a[i]=gau[i]
gau_b[i]=gau[i]
gau_c[i]=gau[i]

No

Yes

i = i +1

iteration2=iteration2 +1

m = 0(Enter time loop)

Define: ρR(t)=peakρR/[4((time-stagnationTime)/FWHM)2+1].

20µm-shell:
R1(t)=35/3+0.5*sqrt((70/3)2-4((35/3)2-(49/3600)*(t2-4000*t+20002)-49)), 
R2(t)=50/3+0.5*sqrt((100/3)2-4((50/3)2-(49/3600)*(t2-4000*t+20002)-49)), 
R3(t)=205/4+0.5*sqrt((205/2)2-4((205/4)2-(9/1024)*(t2-4000*t+20002)-9)).

24µm-shell:
R1(t)=15+0.5*sqrt(302-4(152-0.01*(t2-4400*t+22002)-1)), 
R2(t)=20+0.5*sqrt(402-4(202-0.01*(t2-4400*t+22002)-1)), 

R3(t) =52.6+0.5*sqrt(105.22-4(56.22-(87/1000)2*(t2-4400*t+22002)-1)).

27µm-shell:
R1(t)= 15+0.5*sqrt(302-4(152-0.01*(t2-4600*t+23002)-1)), 
R2(t)=20+0.5*sqrt(402-4(202-0.01*(t2-4600*t+23002)-1)), 

R3(t)=570/11+0.5*sqrt((1140/11)2-4((570/11)2-(1/121) *(t2-4600*t+23002)-1)).

(7)

(Exit proton source loop)No

i=#PTDres-1 (Enter the proton source loop)

Define: z=(#PTDres-1-i)*R1(t)/(#PTDres-1), ρRL(z,t)=[ρR(sqrt(R3(t)2-z2)-sqrt(R2(t)2-z2))]/(R3(t)-R2(t))

Define energy as a function of ρRL: energy1=e0+e1* ρRL+e2* ρRL
2+e3* ρRL

3+e4* ρRL
4+e5* ρRL

5 (e0, e1, e2, e3, e4 and e5 are constants)

Define proton production function: sourceTemp(z,t)=z*sqrt(R1(t)2-z2)

i >= 0 ?Yes

i = i-1

(z corresponds to the distance 
from the center of the capsule)

(#PTDres = number of elements in PTDresponse-file)

(9)

(#PTD = number of elements in PTD-file)

Set variables to zero with help of loops (To be sure that the variables do not have any initial values)
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χ2Num function
(Use one loop)Flip arrays; from # as a function of z, to # as a function of energy

Sum the values, in energyReducedBin, and normalize the array
A normalized energy spectra is now produced, and saved in energyNorm (Use two loops)

m = m+1

No (Exit time loop)

Yes

Call linearInt-function, reduce bin size by a factor 10 (linerInt-function)

Rebin the normalized array (increase bin size by a factor 10, use three loops)

m = 0(Enter time loop)

m<#PTD ?

time=timePTD[m]

Implosion
type?

3He

D3He

(7)

Width=0.45

gaussSigma=width/2.3548

(8)

Width=
0.18*sqrt[PeakTempShock*(exp( -0.5((timePealTimeShock)/(FWHMShock/2.3548))2))+
PeakTempCompr*(exp(-0.5((time-PeakTimeCompr)/(FWHMCompr/2.3548))4))]
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χ2Num function

k=0 

gauss[m] = exp(-m2/(2*gaussSigma2))
Normalize the gauss array (Use two loops; variable m)

k=k+1

k<#PTDres ?
Yes

Yes

No

m<#PTD ?

(Exit time loop)

m = m+1

energySpecSmooth[m][k]=energySpecSmooth[m][k]+energySpec[m][k]*gauss[0]

n=1 

k+n < #PTDres ? energySpecSmooth[m][k+n]=energySpecSmooth[m][k+n]+energySpec[m][k]*gauss[n]
Yes

No

k-n >= 0 ? energySpecSmooth[m][k-n]=energySpecSmooth [m][k-n]+energySpec[m][k]*gauss[-n]
Yes

No

n < #PTDres ?

No

Yes

n = n+1

(#PTDres = number 
of elements in 
PTDresponse-file)

(8) (#PTD = number of elements in PTD-file)

Convert: # as a function of energy to # as a function of time, and normalize spectra
Calculate; reduced-χ2=(maes-calc)2/((#PTD-n)*sigmaPTD2)

lastChik7=scndLastChik7
scndlastChik7=chik7
chik7= reduced-χ2

(Use loops)
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χ2Num function

iteration2=1 ? gauGeneral[h]=gau_a[h]
Yes

Call gauSmooth function, send factor

(gauSmooth function)

No
(10)

iteration2=2 ?
Yes

No

scndLastChiK7=
10000 or

scndLastChik7<
chik7 ?

gauGeneral[h]=gau_b[h]
Yes

Call gauSmooth function, send factor

(gauSmooth function)

(10)
gau[h]=gau_a[h]

gau[h+1]=gau_a[h+1]
gau[h+2]=gau_a[h+2]scndLastChik7<

chik7 & scndLastChik7
<lastChik7

gau[h]=gau_a[h]
gau[h+1]=gau_a[h+1]
gau[h+2]=gau_a[h+2]

Yes

No

No

chik7<scndLastChik7 
& chik7<lastChik7

gau[h]=gau_b[h]
gau[h+1]=gau_b[h+1]
gau[h+2]=gau_b[h+2]

No

Yes

lastChik7<=chik7 
& lastChik7<=
scndLastChik7

gau[h]=gau_c[h]
gau[h+1]=gau_c[h+1]
gau[h+2]=gau_c[h+2]

Yes

sum=sum+gau[i]
gau[i]=(k5c*bangYield+k5s*shockYield)*gau[i]/sum

h = h + 3
(Normalize gau. Two loops, going up to #PTD)

timePTD< 
2400 ps

Yes

No

(10)

chik7<scndLastChik7 
& chik7<lastchik7

?

scndLastChik7<
chik7 & scndLastchik7<

lastChik7
?

lastChik7<=
chik7 & lastChik7<=

scndLastchik7
?

chik7last=chik7

chik7last=scndLastChik7

chik7last=lastChik7
Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

(6)

(Use a loop, h from 0 to #PTD)

(Use a loop, h from 0 to #PTD)
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χ2Num function
deltaChik7=fabs(chik7first-chik7last)

deltaChik7>0.01 ?
Yes

No

(11)

Stop

(5)
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Additional functions in the PTD code 
 
Realloc function 
Resize arrays and matrices depending on WRF-port. 
 
Copy function 
Copy WRF-port specific information to general arrays. 
 
ρR documentation function 
Document the three fitting parameters (peak ρR, stagnation time, and FWHM) and the 
corresponding errors. This documentation is done for each individual port and for the 
mean ρR evolution. 
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